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Government Paid Crisis Actors
by Kevin Dunn. Written and Posted on February 05, 2017
I was posting in a forum just minutes ago when I was banned for speaking the
truth. I get banned frequently, simply because most forums are controlled by
USA government disinfo agents who have the job of deceiving the world. I've
written about that in previous articles.

I posted the following video in the forum today and it's well worth the time it
takes to watch it. What you see happening in this video is EXACTLY what is
Billy Graham died on
February 21, 2018. Did happening around the country and the world. The USA government is staging
FAKE shootings and FAKE "terror" attacks while using paid crisis actors to
he deceive you?
deceive us and then using paid disinfo agents to continue the deception.
****
****

What is REAL and
What Is Imaginary
****
Banned for Sharing
the Truth

The Sandy Hook school "shooting" was fake.
The Ferguson "riots" were fake.
The Boston marathon "bombing" was fake.
Government Paid Crisis Actors were involved in every event. Then the New
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"Ron Paul is Not the
Answer"

World Order controlled "News" media played it's part by feeding us non-stop
coverage for weeks and weeks about the FAKE events

After every FAKE event, the Government Paid Disinfo Agents spew non-stop
****
lies about it to deceive the forum readers. They promote violence and hate with
Separating the Wheat impunity, but the forums ban the people who tell the truth. Go figure, right?
from the Chaff
Government Paid Disinfo Agents are some of the stupidest people I have ever
****
come across. It's not just a few of them. It's the vast majority of them. They
The Rock Stars of the stand no chance against someone who can actually think well. Even the very
Alternative News
few disinfo agents, who can actually think well, are at a severe disadvantage as
Media
they defend and promote lies.
****
"Look at the Whole So watch this video and realize that what you are seeing in the video is
happening everywhere. The USA govt and state and local governments are
Board"
using the same type of deceptions against all of us. Wisdom dictates NEVER
****
blindly trusting anything that we are told by the lying governments and the
Defeating the New
lying news media.
World Order
****
A New World Order
Hoax called "Thrive"

CBC Marketplace - Fake video testimonials: Inside the world of fake
reviews
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=wbyfhGHX0Vg
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Have YOU Been
or
Properly Dramatized?
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"Queen for a Day,
Drama Queen That Is"
****
Alex Jones Talks about
"Spirituality"
****
Who OWNS You?
****
We Pause for a
Commercial Break
****
Banned Again for "No
Reason was Specified"
****
The Power of Doing
Nothing
****
Random, But
Important Information
****
The Enforcers Are
Destroying America

http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Fake-video-testimonials-Insidethe-world-of-fake-reviews-CBC-Marketplacemp4-107985

We have all been trained to believe what "authority figures" tell us.
STOP IT!!!
I suggest that you believe NOTHING that they tell you until they PROVE it.
Now let's get "REAL" in a completely FAKE sort of way.
Stu Seagall Strategic Operations Video Business Card
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FpIkY24xmKQ
or
http://www.kissyourillusionsgoodbyeevidenceroom.com/videos-page-1-9/Stu-Seagall-Strategic-OperationsVideo-Business-Cardmp4-107986

What a show, eh?
How real would that FAKE stuff appear to you when the LIARS in the TV News
media show it to us? The LIARS parade the FAKE "victims" (AKA Government
Paid Crisis Actors) in front of us, who tell us their weepy stories (from their
Hollywood scripts).
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"Your Money and Liar's
Poker"
How about that? Have you ever seen stuff like that on the TV news?
****
Here is more proof that the USA government is deeply involved in deceiving us.
"Brainwashing and
Conformity 101"
Are My Friends Even real People?
****
http://www.bibliotecapleyades.net/sociopolitica/sociopol_internetfacebook08.htm
Who Loves Ya, Baby?
"There are a variety of social media tricks we can use to add a level of realness
****
to all fictitious personas," it said.
When Will the 'Aliens'
Start Landing?
Government involvement
****
Eerie as that may be, more perplexing, however, is a federal contract from the
If You Are NOT a
Christian, You have 6th Contracting Squadron at MacDill Air Force Base, located south of Tampa,
Florida, that solicits providers of "persona management software."
NO Rights
****
Separating the Stuff
from "The Stuff"

While there are certainly legitimate applications for such software, such as
managing multiple "official" social media accounts from a single input, the more
nefarious potential is clear

****
"Arrogant NYPD
Spokesmen"
****
"Laws and Children's
Games"

the Air Force's contract description doesn't help dispel suspicions. As the text
explains, the software would require licenses for 50 users with 10 personas
each, for a total of 500.
These personas would have to be,
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"replete with background, history, supporting details, and cyber presences that
are technically, culturally and geographically consistent."

It continues, noting the need for secure virtual private networks that randomize
the operator's Internet protocol (IP) address, making it impossible to detect
Hey Voters......... Have that it's a single person orchestrating all these posts"
You Figured It Out
Yet?
****

****
Lions and Tigers and
China, Oh My!

How about that?
The United States Air Force is in the deception business against YOU and me.

****

So is the NSA.
The "War on Drugs" is So is the FBI.
a War on America
So is the CIA.
****
So is the DHS.
Reasons to Distrust So are local/state POLICE agencies.
the Police
How many of the stupid Government Paid Disinfo Agents that I have been doing
****
battle with in forums work for those outfits?
Government Paid
Crisis Actors
Trust NONE of them.
****
As always, trust God and trust the King James Bible.
Arizona is "Dog
Training" Drivers
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2017 0312 UPDATE:
Reasons to Distrust
the Police
****
The Rise of the
Warrior Cop
****
Thug Sheriff and His
Gang Just Threatened
All of Us
****
California is "Dog
Training" Drivers Too
****
Confusing and
Conflicting Police
Actions
****
"Hate Crimes"? "Blue
Lives Matter"?
Seriously???
****
Military and Police
'Interoperability' is the
Goal of JOINT Training
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Huntington Beach
Police Chief Defends
Murder of Suspect
****
Good Cops. Bad
Cops. How to tell the
difference
****
Desperation is in the
Air. Can You Feel It?
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The "Dog Training" of
Drivers Continues. It's
COVERT Warfare
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Was the Stoneman
Douglas High School
shooting in Parkland,
Florida another Hoax?
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FALSE Preachers and
Their Lies of Omission
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FALSE Preachers and
Their Lies of Omission
part 2
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